Highly fluorinated co-solvent enabling ether electrolyte for high-voltage lithium ion batteries with graphite anode
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Abstract

Conventional ether electrolytes are generally considered unsuitable for use with graphite anodes and high-voltage cathodes due to their co-intercalation with graphite and poor oxidation stability, respectively. In this work, a highly fluorinated ether molecule, 1,1,1-trifluoro-2-[(2,2,2-trifluoroethoxy) methoxy] ethane (TTME), is introduced as a co-solvent into the conventional ether system to construct a fluorinated ether electrolyte, which not only avoids the co-intercalation with graphite but also is compatible with high-voltage cathodes. Li||graphite half-cells using the fluorinated ether electrolyte deliver stable cycling with a capacity retention of 91.7% for 300 cycles. Moreover, LiNi₀.₈Co₀.₁Mn₀.₁O₂ (NCM811)||graphite and LiCoO₂ (LCO)||graphite full-cells (cathode loadings are ≈3 mAh/cm²) with the fluorinated ether electrolyte show capacity retentions of > 90% over 200 cycles with a charge cut-off...
voltage of 4.4 V and > 97% for 100 cycles with a charge cut-off voltage of 4.5 V, respectively. The dense and firm solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) and cathode electrolyte interphase (CEI) formed by the fluorinated ether electrolyte on the anode and cathode, respectively, are key to excellent cell performance. These results have significance for the subsequent application of ether electrolytes for high-voltage lithium ion batteries (up to 4.5 V) with graphite anodes.
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**INTRODUCTION**

Lithium ion batteries (LIBs) have been widely used in the field of consumer electronics due to their advantages of high energy density and long cycle life and have shown great development prospects in the field of electric vehicles\(^1,2\). Graphite anodes combined with high-voltage cathode materials, such as layered oxides, including LiCoO\(_2\) (LCO) and LiNi\(_{0.8}\)Co\(_{0.1}\)Mn\(_{0.1}\)O\(_2\) (NCM811), are currently widely used in high-energy-density commercial LIBs\(^3-6\). The most widely used electrolyte system is composed of lithium hexafluorophosphate (LiPF\(_6\)) as the lithium salt, ethylene carbonate (EC), and other linear carbonates, such as diethyl carbonate (DEC), dimethyl carbonate (DMC), etc., as solvents, and with different functional additives\(^7,8\). However, the use of these electrolytes under some harsh conditions is limited due to high viscosity of carbonates, high melting point of EC, and poor thermal stability of LiPF\(_6\)\(^9,10\). Thus, a new research direction has emerged to design an electrolyte without EC that can quickly transfer lithium ions and is suitable for use over a wider temperature range (0-60 °C).

Ether compounds are promising electrolyte solvents and have been widely used in different battery systems, such as those based on lithium metal anodes and silicon anodes, due to their low melting point, low viscosity, and good reduction stability\(^11\). However, reports in the literature suggested that ether electrolytes are not compatible with graphite anodes\(^12-14\). It has been reported that ether electrolytes lead to solvent co-intercalation, graphite exfoliation, and electrolyte decomposition, with which the cells show decreased Coulombic efficiency and poor cycle stability. In recent years, due to the rapid development of hydrofluoroethers (HFEs) used as co-solvents in other anode systems\(^15-18\), researchers have turned their attention to the possibility of designing ether electrolytes that are suitable for graphite electrodes\(^19\). Some electrolytes based on fluorinated ether co-solvents have been reported to deliver stable cycling of graphite anodes\(^12,20,21\). In these reports, in addition to the regulation of the solvation structure, the formation of a stable anion-based solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) film on the graphite surface is the key to suppressing the co-intercalation of solvent molecules with graphite. This, in turn, helps maintain their functionality and performance over extended cycles\(^22-24\).

In this work, a fluorinated ether co-solvent, 1,1,1-trifluoro-2-[(2,2,2-trifluoroethoxy) methoxy] ethane (TTME), was introduced to the conventional ether electrolyte system comprising of 1,2-dimethoxyethane (DME) and lithium bis(fluorosulfonyl)imide (LiFSI) to form a fluorinated ether-based electrolyte. On the one hand, the fluorinated ether electrolyte can generate a stable SEI on the surface of the anode to inhibit the co-intercalation, protect the structure of graphite, and inhibit the decomposition of the electrolyte. On the other hand, due to the high degree of fluorination of TTME, the overall oxidation stability of the fluorinated ether electrolyte is improved, making it less susceptible to oxidative degradation.

The EC/DEC carbonate electrolyte containing 1 wt.% vinylene carbonate (VC) and 1 wt.% 1,3-propanesultone (PS), which has been reported previously by our group to exhibit good performance for
high-voltage full-cell cycling, was used as a control electrolyte[25]. The results show that the fluorinated ether electrolyte system behaves better stabilities than the carbonate electrolyte system against both high-voltage layered oxides cathodes and graphite anodes. The NCM811||graphite cells with the fluorinated ether electrolyte exhibit stable cycling at a cut-off voltage of 4.4 V, maintaining capacity retention greater than 90% after 200 cycles at 0.33 C. When the fluorinated ether electrolyte is applied to the LCO||graphite cells with a cut-off voltage of 4.5 V, the cells deliver capacity retention of 97% after 100 cycles at 0.33 C. Moreover, the large-capacity NCM811||graphite pouch cells (1,780 mAh) using the fluorinated ether electrolyte perform better cycling performance than the carbonate electrolyte at both room temperature and elevated temperature.

**EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS**

**Electrolytes and cells preparation, density functional theory (DFT) calculation**

All the reagents, including lithium salts and solvents with a purity of above 99.9%, were provided by Capchem Technology Co., Ltd. (Shenzhen, China). The fluorinated ether electrolyte was formed by dissolving 374 mg LiFSI in 1 mL mixed solvent with TTME and DME at a volume ratio of 4:1. The final concentration of lithium salt was 1.4 mol/L. A conventional ether electrolyte containing DME with 1.4 mol/L LiFSI and a commercial carbonate electrolyte containing 1 mol/L LiPF$_6$ in a mixture of EC/DEC (30:70, wt./wt.) with 1 wt.% VC and 1 wt.% PS were used as the two control electrolytes. All molecules were drawn and calculated with the Gaussian software. The density functional theory (DFT) calculation was carried out in Opt+Freq job type, a Ground State method with default Spin was set, and a 6-31 G basis set was used.

**Electrochemical measurements**

Electrochemical measurements were carried out using 2032-type coin cells or pouch cells. Dry NCM811||artificial graphite (AG) pouch cells (with 1,780 mAh capacity) were provided by Capchem Technology Co. Ltd. For coin cells, all the electrode plates, except lithium metal, were obtained from pouch cell disassembly. The active material loading of NCM811 was 3.13 mAh/cm$^2$, and the loading of LCO was 2.96 mAh/cm$^2$. All coin cells were fabricated in an argon (Ar)-filled glovebox, with 50 μL electrolyte and one layer of Celgard 2400 separator used in each cell. For pouch cells, the dry pouch cells were cut and then dried at 85 °C under vacuum for 24 h. The pouch cells were then injected with 5.8 g of the fluorinated ether electrolyte (or control electrolytes) and were then sealed in an Ar-filled glove box. The commercial-standard formation and aging processes were applied to the assembled pouch cells before further electrochemical measurements[26].

Cyclic voltammetry (CV) was performed over a voltage range from an open circuit voltage to 0.01 V and then to 2.0 V. Electrochemical impedance spectrometry (EIS) was conducted in the frequency range of 0.01 Hz to 106 Hz at an amplitude voltage of 10 mV. The CV and EIS measurements were carried out using a Solartron electrochemical workstation (1470E, UK), in which the EIS measurements were investigated at 50% state of charge (SOC). NCM811 coin cells were cycled between 2.8 V and 4.4 V (1 C = 200 mA/g), and LCO coin cells were cycled between 3.0 V and 4.5 V (1 C = 180 mA/g). After the first two activation cycles at 0.1 C charge/discharge, the cells were cycled at a rate of 0.33 C. For pouch-cell measurements, the voltage range was set as 3.0-4.25 V. Discharge direct current internal resistance (DCIR) was measured at 50% SOC during each cycle of pouch cells.

**In situ gas analysis**

Differential electrochemical mass spectrometry (DEMS) experiments were carried out with a Hiden Analytical mass spectrometer system (HPR20, UK). Filtered high-purity Ar gas was used as the carrier gas. The electrodes were prepared by mixing active materials (graphite or NCM811), super P, and
polyvinylidene difluoride at a weight ratio of 80:10:10. The pastes were cast onto Celgard 2400 separators to form electrodes. The mass loading of graphite was controlled at \( \approx 30 \) mg/cm\(^2\), and the mass loading of NCM811 was \( \approx 18 \) mg/cm\(^2\). Three layers of glass fiber (MA-EN-SE-01, Canrd) were used as the separators. Li||NCM811 cells were cycled from 2.5 to 5.0 V, and Li||graphite cells were cycled from 2.5 to 0 V.

**Characterizations**

After 100 times cycling, the cells were disassembled in a glove box, and all the electrodes were washed with the corresponding solvent (DME for TTME-d and DME-d systems, DEC for carbonate system) three times before characterizations. The samples were transferred for characterizations under an Ar atmosphere (without air contact). X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) with a 200 \( \mu \)m X-ray gun source was performed on an Escalab Xi+ (Thermo Avantage), and the C 1s signal of 284.8 eV was set as an internal standard to correct the binding energies. The morphologies of graphite and cathode electrodes were characterized with a field emission scanning electron microscope (SEM) (TESCAM MIRA3). Aberration-corrected high-angle annular dark field-scanning transmission electron microscopy (HAADF-STEM) images were taken on Titan Cubed Themis G2 300. X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were characterized with Rigaku SmartLab equipped using a Cu K\( \alpha \) radiation source in the 2\( \theta \) range from 0 to 90\( ^\circ \), with a speed of 10\( ^\circ \)/min.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

Through the DFT calculation, the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) energy value and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) energy value of the different solvents and additives were investigated. As shown in Figure 1, the LUMO energy level of TTME (1.491 eV) is slightly lower than that of DME (2.316 eV) but still higher than that of general carbonate solvents and additives, indicating its strong reduction stability on the anode side. In addition, due to the high fluorine (F) substitution of the TTME molecule, its HOMO energy level (-7.758 eV) is obviously lower than those of traditional ether molecules and even lower than that of some carbonate solvents and additive molecules (DEC: -7.2779 eV, VC: -6.999 eV). This shows that the substitution of hydrogen (H\(_2\)) by F can improve the oxidation stability of ether molecules.

For DME, although its reduction stability is the best among these solvents and additives, it would easily co-intercalate with graphite during charge/discharge, resulting in the stripping of graphite and the decomposition of the electrolyte\(^{12-14}\). This problem can be clearly seen from the CV curves in Figure 2A. As the discharge progresses, the CV curve of the Li||graphite half-cell using the ether electrolyte begins to show peaks when the voltage drops to \( \approx 1.2 \) V, and as the discharge process continues, the peaks become larger, and the shape of the curves is irregular. During the delithiation process, the internal reactions of the cell with the ether electrolyte are also extremely unstable. As the voltage increases, small peaks not for the charge-discharge platform continue to appear in the CV curve. In the subsequent four cycles, such irregular small peaks are always observed, and none of them overlaps, indicating that various side reactions constantly occur. This shows that DME cannot form a stable SEI film on graphite when it is solely used, and the co-intercalation process with graphite leads to the collapse of the graphite structure and the decomposition of the electrolyte.

The electrolyte developed in this work contains two ethers, DME and TTME, and the addition of TTME as the co-solvent prevents the occurrence of the above problem. Considering the entire electrolyte system, the addition of TTME weakens the interaction between DME solvent and Li\(^+\) ions, enhancing the desolvation process of Li\(^+\) ions, which would be beneficial for inhibiting the co-intercalation with graphite\(^{19}\). As can be seen from the CV curves of the Li||graphite half-cell using the fluorinated ether electrolyte in Figure 2B,
except for the process of generating SEI during the first cycle of discharge, the CV curves of the overall five cycles have a high degree of coincidence. This indicates that the SEI generated in the first cycle has a good protective effect on the electrode structure and can prevent the delamination of the graphite structure and thus inhibit the decomposition of the electrolyte. These results indicate that the cell using the fluorinated ether electrolyte has a high degree of cycle reversibility on the graphite anode.

The electrochemical performance of the Li||graphite half cells using the ether and fluorinated ether electrolytes was further investigated. As shown in Figure 2C, the Li||graphite half-cell using the fluorinated ether electrolyte delivers 91.7% capacity retention after 300 cycles and 88.7% capacity retention after 350 cycles. In contrast, the Li||graphite half-cell using the ether electrolyte could not release the full capacity even at the beginning of the cycle and experiences a rapid capacity decay. After 100 cycles, the capacity of the cell with the ether electrolyte is less than 50% of its original capacity. The Nyquist plots in Supplementary Figure 1 show that the impedance increase in the cell with the fluorinated ether electrolyte is much smaller than that in the cell with the ether electrolyte. These results further prove that in Li||graphite cells, the addition of TTME as a co-solvent significantly improves the compatibility between ethers and graphite anodes. At the same time, the results indicate that a stable SEI can be generated on the graphite anode with the fluorinated ether electrolyte so that the cell has stable cycling for more than 300 cycles.
On the basis of the good cycling performance of Li||graphite half cells, different electrolytes were applied to high-voltage full-cells with two different commercial cathode plates (LCO and NCM811). For better comparison, the carbonate electrolyte (1 mol/L LiPF$_6$ in a mixture of EC/DEC (30:70, wt./wt.) with 1 wt.% VC and 1 wt.% PS) with good cycle performance at high voltage was introduced as a control sample. It can be seen from Figure 3 that the cycle performance of the cells with the fluorinated ether electrolyte for both the high-voltage cathodes is much better than those of the cells with the two controls.

As shown in Figure 3A, for the NCM811||graphite full cells (between 2.8 V and 4.4 V), the capacity retention rate of the cell with the fluorinated ether electrolyte reaches 94.7% after 100 cycles, > 90% after 200 cycles, and 84% after 300 cycles and drops to ≈70% after 600 cycles. It even can work over 1,000 cycles without failure, and the terminal capacity after 1,000 cycles is about 50% of the initial capacity [Supplementary Figure 2]. As a comparison, the capacity of the cell with the ether electrolyte cannot be fully utilized. The charge specific capacity of the first cycle is 172 mAh/g, the discharge specific capacity is 122 mAh/g, and the Coulombic efficiency of the cell in the first cycle is only 70.8%. As noted above, this is due to the co-intercalation of the DME solvent and the graphite anode and the poor oxidation stability of DME. DME would be oxidized and decomposed rapidly on the high-voltage cathode side of the NCM811 plate. The combined effect of these two factors leads to the rapid failure of the cell with the DME-d. In addition, the cell using the carbonate electrolyte has relatively high Coulombic efficiency (82.2%) in the first cycle, but the capacity still rapidly declines. After 100 cycles, the capacity retention rate is only 62.9%, which is far lower than that of the cell with the fluorinated ether electrolyte (94.7%), and it is less than 30% of the original capacity after it tends to slowly decay and stabilize [Figure 3B and C].
Figure 3. Overall performance of full-cells with different cathodes: (A) Cycling performance of NCM811||graphite cells with different electrolyte systems; Charge-discharge curves of NCM811||graphite cells with (B) fluorinated ether and (C) carbonate electrolytes; (D) Cycling performance of LCO||graphite cells with different electrolyte systems; Charge-discharge curves of LCO||graphite cells with (E) fluorinated ether and (F) carbonate electrolytes.

Furthermore, the performance of the cells using the LCO cathodes with different electrolytes was investigated at a higher cut-off voltage (4.5 V) to further study the electrolyte compatibility with high-voltage cathodes. As shown in Figure 3D, for the LCO||graphite full cells, the capacity retention of the cell with the fluorinated ether is higher than 97% after 100 cycles, and the cell can still cycle stably with a capacity retention of 71.9% after 300 cycles. The capacity of the cell with the ether electrolyte cannot be fully exerted under these conditions either. The charge specific capacity and discharge specific capacity of the first cycle are 164 mAh/g and 109 mAh/g, respectively, and the Coulombic efficiency of the cell in the first cycle is low (66.9%). The side reactions that occur on both the cathode and anode make the cell with the ether electrolyte rapidly invalid. The cell with the carbonate electrolyte has a capacity retention rate of 69.3% after 100 cycles, which is also much lower than that of the cell with the fluorinated ether electrolyte. After about 200 cycles, the cell experiences unstable fluctuations, and the capacity decreases at a faster rate.
It can also be seen from the charge-discharge curves in Figure 3E and F that the charge-discharge platform of the cell with the carbonate electrolyte basically disappears after 150 cycles. The possible reasons for this are that the additives VC and PS and even some solvents in the carbonate electrolyte are excessively decomposed under the high-voltage environment of 4.5 V, which results in the capacity fade of the cell. At the same time, due to the absence of a stable cathode electrolyte interphase (CEI) layer formation during the first charge/discharge cycle, the continuous destruction of the layered LCO structure is one of the main reasons for the capacity decay. These results show that even the EC/DEC electrolyte with the addition of additives (1% VC and 1% PS) cannot maintain a stable cycle under the severe 4.5 V high-voltage condition, which highlights the excellent performance of the fluorinated ether electrolyte for high-voltage application.

Moreover, large-capacity commercial NCM811||graphite pouch cells (1,780 mAh) were assembled to further evaluate the performance of the fluorinated ether electrolyte. The pouch cells were subjected to the cycle measurements at room temperature (25 °C) and high temperature (45 °C), and DCIR was measured during cycling. As shown in Figure 4A, as the voltage range decreases, the cycle performance of the pouch cell with the carbonate control electrolyte is significantly improved [Figure 3A]. Interestingly, the cycle performance of the pouch cell with the fluorinated ether electrolyte is still better than that of the pouch cell with the carbonate electrolyte. Through the statistical analysis of all the measured pouch cells, it is determined that the average first-cycle Coulombic efficiency of the cells using the fluorinated ether electrolyte is 88.9%, which is slightly higher than that of the cells using the carbonate electrolyte (88.3%). Although the cells using both two electrolytes maintain a capacity retention rate of more than 90% in the first 300 cycles, the capacity retention of the cell using the fluorinated ether electrolyte is slightly higher than that of the cell using the carbonate electrolyte.
Figure 4B shows that the DCIR of the cell with the fluorinated ether electrolyte is larger than that of the cell with the carbonate electrolyte during the formation stage, and the growth rate of DCIR of the former is much lower than that of the latter during the subsequent cycles. This indicates that in the cell with the fluorinated ether electrolyte, both the CEI on the cathode and the SEI on the anode have been formed in the formation stage, and both the interphases remain stable in the subsequent cycles, which are the key to the cycling stability of the pouch cells with the fluorinated ether electrolyte. In contrast, the DCIR of the cell with the carbonate electrolyte shows a large increase from the electrolyte assembly (formation) to the first cycle and continues to increase in the subsequent cycles. This indicates that the complete formation of CEI and SEI with this carbonate electrolyte occurs only after the completion of the first charge/discharge cycle. Moreover, the stabilities of these two interphase layers are insufficient, as the carbonate electrolyte is continuously decomposed, accompanied by the formation of new interphase layers.

Figure 4C shows that the cycle results at high temperatures (45 °C) are similar to those at room temperature and that the cell with the fluorinated ether electrolyte still has higher first-cycle Coulombic efficiency and capacity retention. In addition, it can be seen from Supplementary Figure 3 that although the initial DCIR of the cell with the fluorinated ether electrolyte is slightly higher than that of the cell with the carbonate electrolyte at 45 °C, the DCIR growth rate of the former (12.5% after 300 cycles) is smaller than that of the latter (31.1% after 300 cycles). Besides, Figure 4D presents a comparison of DCIR cycled at different temperatures, wherein it can be seen that the DCIR of the cells with the two control electrolytes increases significantly at 0 °C, which is related to the limited internal charge transfer and lithium ion migration at low temperatures. However, by comparison, the impedance value of the cell with the fluorinated ether electrolyte is still smaller than that of the cell with the carbonate electrolyte, indicating that the fluorinated ether electrolyte has application potential at low temperatures.

In order to further explore the gas production from the different components in the electrolyte during the formation of the cathode and anode interphases, DEMS measurements were conducted on the different electrolyte systems with Li||graphite and Li||NCM811 cells. As shown in Figure 5A, the Li||graphite cells using both the fluorinated ether and carbonate electrolytes periodically generate H$_2$ as the discharge process progresses, while the cell with the ether electrolyte does not. Combined with the analysis of cell cycle performance, it can be inferred that the generation of H$_2$ is related to the formation of the SEI on the graphite side in the fluorinated ether electrolyte. The addition of the TTME molecule enables the fluorinated ether electrolyte to effectively generate a SEI, which facilitates the migration of lithium ions towards the graphite side. The addition of film-forming additives makes the peak of H$_2$ more noticeable in the carbonate electrolyte group, and the highest peak in the first cycle can reach 9 nmol/min. However, the ether electrolyte system does not produce H$_2$ periodically because of the occurrence of irregular side reactions on the graphite side.

The source of H$_2$ is the reduction of proton hydrogen in the electrolyte. Some of the proton hydrogen comes from trace amounts of water and alcohol impurities in the electrolyte, while the other part comes from the decomposition of solvents.[27] The proposed formation mechanism of H$_2$ is displayed in Supplementary Scheme 1. As for the ether electrolyte system, the possible reason for less H$_2$ generation is that the fragmentation of the graphite structure creates many binding sites for C atoms, which bind to proton hydrogen in the electrolyte. It can be inferred from Figure 5B that the co-intercalation of DME with graphite and the accompanied structural exfoliation and electrolyte decomposition process are the main sources of CO gas generation. Previous reports suggest that the decomposition of EC is accompanied by the generation of a small amount of CO.[28] It can be inferred that the source of trace CO production in the other two cells with the ether and fluorinated ether electrolytes is a consequence of the slight decomposition
Figure 5. Gaseous evolution rates of (A) \( \text{H}_2 \), (B) \( \text{CO} \), and (C) \( \text{CO}_2 \) measured in Li||graphite DEMS cells; gaseous evolution rates of (D) \( \text{O}_2 \), (E) \( \text{CO} \), and (F) \( \text{CO}_2 \) measured in Li||NCM811 DEMS cells.

of ether solvents. Figure 5C shows that the cell with the ether and fluorinated ether electrolytes does not produce \( \text{CO}_2 \). For the carbonate electrolyte system, the generation of \( \text{CO}_2 \) is attributed to the consumption of the additive VC\(^{28,27}\).

The gas generation on the cathode of the NCM811 is slightly different. Figure 5D reveals that the cells using the three electrolyte systems produce a certain amount of \( \text{O}_2 \) during the high-voltage cycle. Since the amount of \( \text{O}_2 \) produced is small, it is difficult to clearly observe the periodicity, but it can be seen from the overall volume that the gas production of the fluorinated ether group is much less than that of the two control groups, which confirms the excellent CEI generated on the cathode with the fluorinated ether electrolyte. It can be seen from Figure 5E that all these three electrolyte systems produce \( \text{CO} \) gas at high voltage. For the ether and fluorinated ether electrolytes, the generation of \( \text{CO} \) gas mainly comes from the decomposition of ethers at high voltage, but some differences can be seen by comparing the curves. The \( \text{CO}_2 \) production of the fluorinated ether group is mainly concentrated in the cycle and has periodic peaks. However, more \( \text{CO} \) gas is generated in the cell with the conventional ether electrolyte, and \( \text{CO} \) continues to be generated throughout the measurement period, indicating that DME is oxidized and decomposed in large quantities at high voltage. Combining Figure 5E and F, the productions of \( \text{CO} \) and \( \text{CO}_2 \) in the
Figure 6. C 1s, F 1s, and S 2p XPS spectra of graphite electrodes after 100 cycles with (A) fluorinated ether and (B) carbonate electrolytes; C 1s, F 1s, and S 2p XPS spectra of NCM811 electrodes after 100 cycles with (C) fluorinated ether and (D) carbonate electrolytes.

carbonate group are significantly higher than those in the ether and fluorinated ether groups, and there are periodic changes. The main sources of CO and CO₂ are due to the oxidative decomposition of cyclic carbonates (VC and EC)².

In order to explore the effect of the interphase formed by different electrolytes on the cathode and anode sides, the cells, after 100 cycles in different electrolyte systems, were disassembled, and the electrodes were taken for SEM and XPS characterizations. Since the conventional ether electrolyte system is unstable at high voltage, only the electrodes with the fluorinated ether and carbonate electrolytes are selected for characterizations. Supplementary Figure 4 shows the SEM images of the cycled LCO, NCM 811, and graphite electrodes. As can be seen, the surface of the LCO electrode with the fluorinated ether electrolyte is smoother and flatter compared to that with the carbonate electrolyte, in which more LCO particles are broken. In addition, the surface of the cycled NCM811 cathode with the fluorinated ether electrolyte is clean and not covered by a thick passivation layer, while that with the carbonate electrolyte has some thick passivation layers to some extent. A similar phenomenon can be observed for the cycled graphite electrodes, and the surface of the graphite with the fluorinated ether electrolyte is smoother and flatter in comparison with that with the carbonate electrolyte.

In terms of the composition of the interphase, the fluorinated ether system produces less carbonate and more organic components on the SEI surface compared to the carbonate system [Figure 6A and B]. From the F 1s XPS spectra, it can be clearly seen that in addition to LiF, a considerable S-F peak is present in the
Figure 7. STEM images of cycled electrodes after 100 cycles: (A) LCO and (B) NCM811 electrodes using fluorinated ether electrolytes; STEM images of cycled (C) LCO and (D) NCM811 electrodes using carbonate electrolytes.

fluorinated ether system\(^{[14]}\). A unique N element peak can also be seen in Supplementary Figure 5 for this system. Combined with the S 2p and N 1s spectra, it can be determined that the organic components rich in F, S, and N are responsible for the robust SEI formation in the fluorinated ether system\(^{[29]}\). The decomposition of the film-forming additives in the carbonate system results in the formation of a conventional SEI\(^{[7]}\). Although there is a certain amount of S signal due to the reduction of the additive PS, it is relatively weak compared to that obtained in the fluorinated ether system\(^{[30]}\). Figure 6C and D presents the XPS spectra of the cycled NCM811. It is worth noting that there is a unique CF, peak in the C 1s spectrum of the fluorinated ether system. At the same time, there is a strong peak from C-SO\(_x\) in the fluorinated ether system, but the peak of the S element is too weak to be detected in the carbonate system. It can be concluded that the stable SEI and CEI formed by the fluorinated ether system are related to high contents of F and S containing organic components in the interphases.

Furthermore, the STEM characterization of the cathode plates after cycling with the fluorinated ether and carbonate electrolyte systems was carried out to observe the thicknesses of the CEI formed on the cathode surfaces, and the results are displayed in Figure 7. It is evident that the CEI films formed on both the surfaces of the cycled LCO and NCM811 cathodes with the fluorinated ether electrolyte are smooth and flat, except for the occasional small gaps observed on the surface of the cycled LCO. The internal lattice structures are also clearly visible, and they are consistent with their raw layered structures [Supplementary Figure 6]. The thickness of the CEI formed on the surface of the cycled LCO is 2.5 nm, and the thickness of the CEI formed on the surface of the NCM811 is 6.5 nm. This demonstrates that the CEI formed with the fluorinated ether electrolyte system is complete, dense, and capable of maintaining structural stability throughout extended cycling. The dense yet appropriately thin CEI also imparts a good protection effect on the structure of the cathode active material in the inner layer. In comparison, the CEI
films on the surfaces of the cycled LCO and NCM811 cathodes with the carbonate electrolyte system have an average thickness of 11.5 nm on the surface of the cycled LCO and reaches 18.2 nm at the thickest part on the surface of the cycled NCM811. Besides, the overall distribution of the CEI films formed with the carbonate electrolyte system is not uniform, and there are thick areas and bare areas observed on the surface. What is worse, the irregular zigzag areas are observed on the surface of the cycled cathodes, indicating the structural deterioration of the cathode materials at high voltage.

CONCLUSION
In this work, a highly fluorinated ether, namely TTME, was added to the DME/LiFSI electrolyte system to obtain a fluorinated ether electrolyte. This electrolyte avoided the problem of co-intercalation of DME with graphite and stabilized the performance of the Li||graphite cells (91.7% capacity retention for 300 cycles). Additionally, the electrolyte also overcame the challenge of high-voltage cathodes by providing a stable CEI. Both the NCM811||graphite cells and the LCO||graphite cells delivered excellent cycling performance at high charge cut-off voltages. Through multiple characterizations, it could be concluded that the dense and strong SEI and CEI formed by the fluorinated ether electrolyte on the anode and cathode sides, respectively, are the essential guarantee for stable cycling. These results have provided design principles for the application of ether electrolytes in high-voltage LIBs.
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